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	For more than two decades, Dr. John Hoover has written books on leadership, creativity, and organizational performance, extolling the virtues of flattened organizations, collaborative leadership, and shared responsibility. His clients welcomed him, praised him...yet (he felt) completely ignored his advice! This book contains the confession of a recovering "I-Boss" (Idiot Boss). After decades of writing and consulting, Dr. John finally realized that the vast majority of people he kept trying to "energize," "motivate," and "enlighten" were, well, idiots. Also he was an idiot for trying to change them. Instead, he has decided to enlighten you, who actually have to continue working for difficult and demanding bosses. You cannot change them. You cannot challenge them. Yet, you can survive them, even thrive under them, if you learn how to deal with them using this book. It offers hope for the spirit and strategy for the mind to help you deal with your work place situation.
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The Language of Design: Theory and ComputationSpringer, 2008
The Language of Design: Theory and Computation articulates the theory that there is a language of design. This theory claims that any language of design consists of a set of symbols, a set of relations between the symbols, features that key the expressiveness of symbols, and a set of reality producing information processing behaviors...
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Handbook of Popular Culture and Biomedicine: Knowledge in the Life Sciences as Cultural ArtefactSpringer, 2018

	
		This handbook explores the ways biomedicine and pop culture interact while simultaneously introducing the reader with the tools and ideas behind this new field of enquiry. From comic books to health professionals, from the arts to genetics, from sci-fi to medical education, from TV series to ethics, it offers different...
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Innocent Code : A Security Wake-Up Call for Web ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is an entertaining read, that shows how to change your mindset from website construction to website destruction so as to avoid writing dangerous code.

This concise and practical book will show where code vulnerabilities lie and how best to fix them. Its value is in showing where code may be exploited to gain access to--or break...
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C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data Structures, 6th EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	C++ PROGRAMMING: PROGRAM DESIGN INCLUDING DATA STRUCTURES, Sixth Edition remains the definitive text for the CS1/CS2 course sequence. D.S. Malik's time-tested, student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and utilizing C++...
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Altered Universe, HD-1Lulu.com, 2008
From the formations of civilizations, true leaders have had their own experiences that would guide them to a true knowledge of the way the universe work; this knowledge would help them through the darkest parts of their leaderships. This remains true for those that would change our future worlds. For most of humanities existence there have always...
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Getting Started with Clickteam FusionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Multimedia Fusion is an extremely powerful yet easy-to-use visual creation tool. With MMF2 s amazing event editor system, you are able to quickly generate games or apps without having to master a traditional programming language. Multimedia Fusion 2 is a game and application authoring tool that allows you to design and develop games for...
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